THE 2019 International Conference on Modeling and Analysis of Semiconductor Manufacturing (MASM 2019) was part of the 2019 Winter Simulation Conference (WSC) that was held December 8–11 in National Harbor, MD, USA. The MASM conferences provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and industrial innovations between researchers and practitioners from around the world involved in modeling and analysis of complex high-tech manufacturing systems. While the papers from MASM conferences are of high quality and are often cited in journal papers, they are limited in size. As a premier journal for topics covered in the MASM conferences, IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING, agreed to consider extended article submissions based on the 21 papers accepted and presented at the MASM 2019 conference for a Special Section of an upcoming issue of the journal. There were sessions on Scheduling and Dispatching, Fab Scheduling, Maintenance and Engineering, Capacity and Production Planning, Qualification and Wafer-to-Order Allocation, Semiconductor Manufacturing Models, and Semiconductor Modeling Representations. Dr. Sabine Herlitschka, Chief Executive Officer and Chief Technology Officer of Infineon Technologies Austria AG, gave an excellent keynote talk titled “A European View on Future Semiconductor Industry Needs for MASM.” An archive of the MASM 2019 papers can be found at https://informs-sim.org/wsc19papers/by_area.html.

The guest editors of this Special Section were the Co-chairs of the 2019 MASM conference and they invited the authors of 9 papers to submit a full paper for consideration. Six papers were submitted and four appear herein. Each paper in this special section contains at least 40% new content with significant new content in the results portion of the paper. Each of the papers will be briefly described below.

The first paper is titled “A Sequential Search Method of Dispatching Rules for Scheduling of LCD Manufacturing Systems” and is an extension of Lee et al. (2019). In this paper, the authors propose a sequential search method for finding a proper set of weights for combining dispatching rules to improve an objective value of the fab, such as increasing throughput or decreasing setup times. They use a decision tree approach and a hierarchical clustering method to efficiently search for weights in a short period of time by eliminating some sub-spaces that are less likely to have good objective values. The proposed method finds better weight sets than a random search method and a response optimization method in experiments.

The second paper is titled “Which Spare Parts Service Measure to Choose for a Front-End Wafer Fab?” and is an extension of Lamghari-Idrissi et al. (2019). In this paper, the authors study the influence of spare part service measures on the performance of front-end wafer fabrication process with an emphasis on the bottleneck resource. First, they simulate the spare part supply chain to show the impact of the spare part service measures on the time to repair distribution. Second, they use this empirical distribution to assess the performance of the front-end wafer fabrication process. They conclude that the choice of the spare parts service measure has a high impact on the front-end wafer fabrication process performance. The proposed methodology could help practitioners make improved decisions regarding spare parts service measures.

The third paper considers a qualification management problem arising in the photolithography area of wafer fabs. This is an extension of Kopp and Mönch (2019) and is titled “Matheuristics for Qualification Management Decisions in Wafer Fabs.” The stepper machines, a common bottleneck in many wafer fabs, must be qualified to process lots of different families. A qualification time window is associated with each stepper and family. It can be reinitialized as needed and can be extended by on-time processing of lots from qualified families. Fast heuristic approaches, among them a Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP), are proposed to solve large-sized problem instances using a small amount of computing time. The qualification decisions modeled by binary decision variables are made by heuristic procedures that exploit the problem structure while the real-valued quantities for each family and stepper are computed using linear programming. Computational experiments based on randomly generated problem instances are conducted. The results show that the proposed matheuristics are able to quickly provide high-quality solutions.

The final paper is titled “SMT2020—A Semiconductor Manufacturing Testbed” and is an extension of Kopp et al. (2019). In this paper, the authors present a new set of simulation models, organized in a testbed. The aim of the testbed consists in providing researchers with a platform able to credibly represent the complexity of modern semiconductor manufacturing. The testbed is open for public use, and so far includes four models. A high-volume/low-mix model and a low-volume/high-mix model are the foundation of the
testbed. Two additional models incorporate the complexity of engineering lots. The paper includes a case study that demonstrates that the third and fourth model can be used to assess the performance of integrated dispatching strategies for production and engineering lots.

In closing, we encourage the readers of this Special Section to participate in a future MASM conference which is annually included as conference within the Winter Simulation Conference.
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